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The notion of an asymptotic bijection is introduced and used to give bijective 
proofs of infinite summation formulas for set partitions (Dobinski’s formula) and 
involutions. CC 1985 Acadenuc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that S,aSL and Tnz T:, are sets with IS,,1 - ISkI and 1 T,,I - ITnI 
as n + co. If there exist bijections c$,, from SL to rH, then call dn an 
asymptotic bijection from S, to T,. When we have an asymptotic bijection, 
/S,J - I T,J. This idea can be used to obtain equalities as well as asymptotic 
results. We prove Dobinski’s formula [ 1 ] for the number of partitions of 
an v-set, 
B,=e-’ f k’ 
k=O k!’ 
(1) 
and the formula for the number of involutions on an r-set, 
(2) 
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One usually derives these from the exponential generating functions 8-l 
[l, (Ml)] and eX+-‘*‘* = e- “*@+ l)*/* [4, Prob. 4.17d]. 
2. SET PARTITIONS 
Let [n] = {1,2,..., n) and [0] = 0, the empty set. Let Yk(n) be the 
collection of ordered samples without replacement of size k from [n], g(r) 
be the set of partitions of [r], and BA be the set of maps from A to B. Note 
that go(n) = {a}. Let 
S,=S,= fi Pnln-k(n)x [k][” and T,, = 2(r) x fi s(n). 
k=O k=O 
Suppose that o~p~:,_k(n) andfe [k] Cr3. Let g be the unique order preserv- 
ing bijection from [k] to [n] - (T. If /I E %3(r), order the blocks of /I by their 
smallest elements and call the ith block pi. Define 
where the blocks of /I are the constant sets off, ri = g(f(PJ) and j is the 
number of blocks of 8. For example, if r = 5, 
&(4721,22112) = ({ 125,34),472153). 
Let r:, consist of those (a, z) where the ordered sample rr has at least as 
many elements as /I has blocks. Clearly 4, is a bijection from S:, to Tn. To 
verify that it is an asymptotic bijection, note that 1 T,j > n! B, and 
ITn-TnI<B, 1 n(n-l)...(n-j+l)=o(,!B,). 
j  < r 
Now (1) follows easily by noting that 
and ITnl =n! B,k;o&. 
We can prove IS,/ = IY”I algebraically by a method like that in [3]. 
3. INVOLUTIONS 
Let 9(r) be the set of involutions on [r]. Set 
&=s:,= (j .!??(h-2k)X(~k(n)X [21Ck’) 
k=O 
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and 
T, = Y(r) x () (Pk(ll) x [2] [k’). 
k=O 
We regard an element of 9(n) x [21rk1 as a signed, ordered k-sample from 
[n]. Suppose a~Pk(n) and 7~%(2n-2k). Let &uE~~(H) x [2]rk1 be o 
with signs introduced. We regard Y as an ordered r-sample from 
{x: 1x1 E [n] -CT}. Suppose 7,+= -tb, with uj< 6, and zc, are those 7i)s 
whose negatives are not in 7. Let 
q&(7, ka)=((a,, b,)(az, bz)..., (&a, 7,,, 7a2,..., 7L.,, 7r2,...)). 
For example, with r = 6 and overline indicating minus, 
q&(623352, 18) = ((26)(34), 182365). 
Let T:, consist of those pairs of involutions and signed, ordered k-samples 
for which k is at least equal to the number of cycles in the involution 
(including fixed points as l-cycles). Clearly 4” is a bijection from S, to Tn. 
As in the previous section, 1 TnI N 1 T,I. Now (2) follows easily by noting 
that 
and 
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